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CRM

CRM-POS-SALES

GET ACCURATE FORECASTS
•

Get your insights you need to make
smarter decisions

•

Design custom dashboards to get a
picture of your business at a glance

•

Dig deeper with real-time reports and
flow charts that anyone can create and
share

GET MORE DONE IN LESS TIME
Schedule activities based on your sales script,
calls, meetings, mailings and quotations. Get
all information you need directly on the
opportunity

BOOST
YOUR
SALES
CRM-POS-SALES

REALTIME OVERVIEW
•

Easily review your performance and
next activities

•

Know exactly how you perform
compared to your monthly targets.
Organize your work based on your
next scheduled action

STAY CONNECTED TO YOUR CUSTOMERS
•

Real-time messaging to enhance
collaboration

•

Get a quick overview of what is going
on in your team. See when a
colleague logs a call, send a quote.
Share ideas and files in real-time and
catch-up things you missed when you
were away

BOOST
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POS

CRM-POS-SALES

ONLINE OR OFFLINE
Set up stores quickly with just an Internet
connection. Than use your Point-of-Sales
anywhere, anytime.
While an Internet connection is needed to start
your Point-of-Sales, it will stay operational
even after complete disconnection.

KEEP IN TOUCH WITH YOUR CUSTOMERS
Keep your customers coming back with loyalty
programs.
Reward your customers with points, gifts and
discount with our loyalty programs. The whole
process is fast and can be fully automated.
Identifying your customers is even faster with
loyalty cards and customer barcode ids.
Register your customer to keep track of their
busying habits. You can send them special
offers and sale notices
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INTEGRATED INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT
Real-time control and accurate forecasts to
manage procurements.
Inventory management app automatically
inputs any transactions from the POS in the
stock. You can see in real time the availability
of products without losing time. The POS can
be connected with the same inventory as the
stocks you sell on Marketplaces like Lazada,
Qoo10 etc. You won’t need to set up separate
stocks for different channels and be a truly
omnichannel business
Register your customer to keep track of their
busying habits. You can send them special
offers and sale notices
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ORDER AND CONTRACT SORTING
Automate operations and focus on customer
relationships and revenue
From Quotation to Sales Order – convert
quotations to sales orders with a single click or
let customer sign off on it with a simple
electronic signature
Contract management – Invoice customers
based on time and materials, easily record
contracts and track invoicing phases, maintain
renewal and upselling opportunities, and
manage your subscriptions with recurring
contracts
Omnichannel Management – Sales orders from
marketplaces (like Lazada, Qoo10 etc) are
automatically synchronized to complete the
automated process

INTEGRATE
YOUR
SERVICES
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PROJECT

FORECAST NEEDS AND RESOURCES
Project performance & employee’s availability
Schedule your team across projects taking
employees’ holidays into account. Plan ahead
for upcoming projects, with forecast based on
comparable projects and estimate deadlines
more accurately. Compare forecasts with realtime for increased profitability

PROJECT-HR-HELPDESK

INTEGRATE
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SERVICES
PROJECT-HR-HELPDESK

HARNESS THE POWER OF VISUAL
INFORMATION
Flexible project management made easy.
Simplify your processes and enhance
employees’ collaboration.
Break down your project in bite-size tasks and
assign them to your team for improved
DISCUSS TAKS SHARE DOCUMENTS

collaboration. Create customized stages for
each project to simplify your workflow

Add quick notes or attach files to any tasks and

overview and increase overall project

stay connected to your team. Forget endless

efficiency

follow-up meetings to keep track of projects.
Communicate through the chatter, write in a
shared real-time pad, or use live chat – all
within a single interface.

INTEGRATE
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HR-TIMESHEET

MANAGE YOUR ACTIVITIES AND WORKFORCE
Keep your projects under control and manage employee
time from the backend
Track your team’s progress – visualize your team’s progress
on each project or task. Tracking expected hours, effective
hours and forecasts on tasks has never been so easy
Keep your project profitable - Get an overview of your
billable time. Track all the resources allocated to your
project and see your profits and losses
Invoice Timesheet to clients. Automatically generate onetime or recurring invoices based on expenses and timesheet
entries.

PROJECT-HR-HELPDESK

STREAMLINE
YOUR
OPERATIONS
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INVENTORY-MRPPURCHASE

IMPROVE PERFORMANCE & PROCESS
TIME
Better organize your warehouse with the smart
double entry inventory system.
Get the most efficient stocking method and
improve all your internal operations. The
double entry Inventory System has no stock
input, output or transformation. Instead, all
operations are stock moves between locations

LESS STOCK, NO STOCKOUTS
With fully automated replenishment
Use order points and automated RFQs to make
your supply chain more efficient than ever.
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EXPERIENCE TOTAL TRACEABILITY
Track every stock move with the Inventory
System
Track every stock move from purchase to
warehouse bin to sales order. Trace lots or
serials upstream or downstream from
anywhere in your supply chain

CLEAR AND COMPLETE REPORTING
Stay in the know with real-time reports
Make smarter decisions with real-time
dynamic reports that you can save and share
with anybody. Keep key information at your
fingertips with custom dashboards

STREAMLINE
YOUR
OPERATIONS
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PURCHASE

INVENTORY-MRPPURCHASE

AUTOMATE YOUR PURCHSING
WORKFLOW
Automatically send RFQs to your suppliers
based on your stocks levels
Improve your purchase and inventory
performance rules depending on stock levels,
logistic rules, sales orders, forecast
manufacturing orders, etc. Select different
replenishment methods for each product
depending on your manufacturing and
delivery strategies
SUPPLIER LISTS & PRODUCT AVAILABILITY
Make smart purchase decisions using the best
prices.
Easily import suppliers’ price lists references to
make smarter purchase decisions based on
promotions, quantities and special contract
conditions. Keep track of a product availability in
your supplier’s stock and check your order status
from the system. You can even base your sales
price on your supplier’s price

STREAMLINE
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GET THE BEEST OFFER WITH PURCHASE
TENDERS
Get the best price by negotiating with several
vendors.
Launch purchase tenders, integrate vendor’s
answers in the pricess and compare propositions.
Choose the best offer and send purchase orders
easily. Use reporting to analyse the quality of
your vendors afterwards.
You can also use Blanket Order Agreement to
buy goods from a supplier at a negotiated price,
on a recurring basis during a specified period of
time.
A purchase requisition (PR) can be created with
defined escalation and approval workflow

GET STATISTICS ON YOUR PURCHASES
Analyze, forecast and efficiently plan your orders
Get accurate statistics on your supplier’s
performance through flexible reporting: delivery
delays, negotiated discounts on prices, quantities
purchased, etc. Integrate purchases with analytic
accounting to analyze your contract’s profitability

MANAGE
YOUR
FINANCE
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INVOICING

INVOICINGACCOUNTING

ONLINE INVOICING MADE EASY
Manage contracts, create recurring invoices, bill
timesheets, get paid faster. Integration with
GET PAID FASTER
Can be integrated with online payments via
Paypal, Paylah etc. Eliminate the hassle of
sending reminders for later or outstanding
payments. Automated follow-ups are simple to
configure and help to streamline billing to make
payments quick and easy

MANAGE
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INVOICINGACCOUNTING
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BEAUTIFUL DYNAMIC STATEMENTS
Your reports, the way you like them.
Easily create your earning reports, balance sheet
or cash flow statements.
Quickly filter, zoom, annotate and compare any
data.
Use business intelligence’s cubes to report
across any dimension
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Check out other solutions:
Omnichannel Management Solution
Scheduling & Field Force Management
Mobile Apps Development
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